
Below is a rough structure of what we expect the legal text to look like once complete. It will 
include definitions of terms, the text which will be added to TPD section V5, and a list of the 
data to be provided to PCW/TPIs once reasonable terms are met.  

 

TRANSPORTATION PRINCIPAL DOCUMENT 

SECTION V – GENERAL 
 

Add new paragraph 5.18, as follows: 
5.18 Provision of domestic premise data to Price Comparison Websites and Third Party 

Intermediaries 

5.18.1 The Transporters are authorised to disclose such data as is set out within Annex V-13 to a 
Price Comparison Website or Third Party Intermediary where they have received consent 
from the domestic customer and where they have entered into a confidentiality agreement 
(on terms no less onerous than those in paragraph 5) and reasonable access conditions. 

5.18.2 The Transporters shall, by 31 March each year, publish a report detailing the market 
participants subject to 5.18.1, 

 

Add new Annex V-13, as follows: 

Annex V-13 

Table of Supply Meter and Supply Meter Point data fields available (subject to conditions) to 
PCWs and TPIs upon request 

Data Field Name 

meter point reference number 

supply point address 

meter serial number 

LDZ identifier 

meter mechanism code 

meter capacity 

supplier identification 

gas transporter identification 

SMETS code 

Annual Quantity 



Add to GTC 1 new defined terms: 

“Price Comparison Website” (PCW) shall mean an internet-based price comparison service or 
other internet based TPI (and the owner, operator or host of such a website, service or TPI) that 
provides comparisons between, and/or access to, personalised quotes for retail energy to domestic 
customers, and carries out, on behalf of the domestic customer an instruction to change the domestic 
customer’s retail energy supplier, tariff or both. 

“Third Party Intermediary” (TPI) shall mean an organisation or individual acting as a third party 
intermediary between a domestic customer and a retail energy supplier. 


